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The goal of this presentation is to present a general overview of the benefits of using
reinsurance options for the investment and administration of charitable gift annuity
agreements. There are basically two commercial options for reducing and /or eliminating
the investment and longevity risks associated with annuity agreements. They are a single
premium immediate annuity (SPIA) and a variable annuity agreement (VA).
This presentation will address the options and strategy considerations of both the SPIA and
the VA when they are considered for charitable gift annuity reinsurance.
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To understand gift annuity reinsurance one must understand the powerful demographic
forces currently effecting America.
In the senior generation both men and women are living longer. There is a self selected
population of individuals who establish gift annuity agreements. They tend to be more
educated, have a higher net worth than the median of the U.S. population, and
contemporary folklore says they live longer than projected.
The above statistics are taken from both life insurance annuity tables and the U.S. Census
bureau.
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To illustrate the options let’s begin with the case of Sally. Sally age 75 to her nearest
birthdate wishes to establish a $100,000 single life gift annuity agreement.
The approved ACGA rate is 5.80% based on her birth date.
The agreement is written and you have the check for deposit and administration.
Your options for the check are……
1. Self-manage the investments, payments, tax reporting and assume the longevity risks.
2. Send the check to your established gift annuity administrator. Hopefully you are
monitoring closely the residuum from terminated agreements and comparing the
results to the expected 50% residuum.
3. Purchase a single premium immediate payment commercial annuity (SPIA) to match
the payments required to be sent to the annuitant.
4. Establish a variable annuity account with a life annuity company, set the investment
asset allocation, and have the account send payments to the annuitants.
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The above is a typical Crescendo software printout of Sally’s proposal indicating the rate of
distribution (5.80%), the allowable income tax charitable deduction ($41,016) and the
projected lifetime payments ($77,720) Sally will receive if she lives exactly to her projected
13.4 year life expectancy.
It also shows the 50% of gift amount that is projected to be the residuum from the
charitable gift annuity agreement.
The effective payout amount of 8.2% is the combination of the financial benefit of the
immediate income tax deduction driving down the cost of the gift and the advantage that
a high percentage (82%) of Sally’s payment will be received income tax-free over her
projected life expectancy until she recovers her investment in the contract.
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Gift annuities are structured as a bargain sale. There is an investment in the contract and a
gift portion. The gift portion generates a charitable deduction. The investment in the
contract (donor’s own capital) is paid back to the donor as non-taxable return of principal.
The investment in the contract i.e. tax-free portion runs out when the donor reaches their
life expectancy.
In the example above an annuitant age 75 (male or female) has a gift annuity life
expectancy of 13.4 years. The tax-free portion runs out in 13.4 year or in 2025 on the
contract above. Note there is a short payment for 2013.
If the donor should die exactly at the gift annuity life expectancy date and the contact
exactly performs according to the ACGA investment and expense assumptions the charity
should have an available residuum of 50% of the initial gift amount or $50,000 in this case.
If the donor dies early and all the assumptions are met then the charity should have an
increased residuum amount. If the donor outlives their life expectancy the contract can go
to zero assets and the charity would still be obligated to make distributions from their own
capital.
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The ACGA has some simple assumptions posted on their web site: www.acga-web.org
The current rate structure and assumptions were approved effective January 2012.
First, all life expectancy calculations are based on female life expectancy set back one year.
This is to control for longevity risks. Male annuitants are considered female for life
expectancy ACGA calculations, and therefore receive a longer life expectancy than normally
is the case for a commercial annuity company since commercial rates vary by the sex of the
annuitant.
Second, the investment assumption rate of return is 4.25% net constant investment return.
The ACGA investment return is based on an asset allocation target of 55% Bonds, 40%
Equities and 10% Cash.
Third, the is an assumed 1% administrative fee for administration and investment.
Fourth, the expected residuum if the annuitant lives exactly their life expectancy and the
principal of the annuity gift is invested to produce 4.25% and there is a 1.0% expense for
the portfolio and administration will be 50% of the initial gift amount.
Fifth, the expected residuum return should have a present value of no less than 20% of the
initial gift amount. This means on a $100,000 gift amount today where the charity is
expected to receive $50,000 in the future, it will be the same as if you accepted $20,000
today.
In our 75 year old female annuitant example with a life expectancy of 13.4 year and an
interest rate assumption of 4.25% the present value of the 50% residuum is actually
$28,630, exceeding the ACGA assumption. Present value is an important concept when
reinsurance is examined.

This slide lists the basic characteristics of a charitable gift annuity and its risk effects on a
charity. There are several risks involved with gift annuity agreements.
It is important to note even with gift annuity reinsurance the issuing charity is still
responsible for donor distributions and tax reports.
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Gift annuity reinsurance is a financing technique whereby a charity chooses a commercially
available life insurance company sponsored product to cover the contractual life income
payments to the annuitants.
A charity may reinsure all or part of the payment obligations.
While the contractual obligation remains with the charity a default risk of an insurance
company product is practically non-existent. All insurance companies are required to
register in the states they market their products and abide by the state’s regulations. One
of the regulations require payments to the state guarantee insurance fund. This fund is
available to policyholders should an insurance company get into financial trouble and not
be able to make annuity payments or life insurance policy death payments. The insurance
fund should give increased confidence to potential donors.
It is recommended a charity get a quote from at multiple companies if it is considering
reinsurance. For reinsurance quotes from Connell & Associates we routinely survey at
least 30 of the top A and A+ life and annuity companies to provide a broad overview of
reinsurance options. Normally the quotes are valid for only two weeks prior to application
for the agreement.
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Gift annuity reinsurance has many advantages for the charity.
1. There are funds available immediately to support programs or priority projects.
2. Charity is freed from any investment responsibilities.
3. Insurance company makes payments to annuitants so charity is not responsible.
4. The longevity risk is removed if the donor lives too long as the large insurance company
pool of annuitants is used to fulfill the payment responsibilities.
5. Donor is secure that their payments are backed by a financially secure state regulated
insurance company and a portion of their funds are put to work immediately for the
charity.
6. An often hidden advantage of reinsurance is from long term payment liabilities of
agreements entered into by previous employees.
7. The only responsibility of the charity is to issue IRS 1099R form at the end of the year
representing the taxability of the payment from the previous year. This simple form
information is taken directly from the income tax deduction letter issued by Connell &
Associates for any reinsured gift annuity agreements.
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Gift annuities are subject to a cost benefit analysis.
Are you better to accept a $1.00 today or wait until the death of the donor at some
future date.
To understand this formula we must know the projected life expectancy of each annuitant.
All gift annuity calculation software uses Section 72, Uniform Table of Expectancy . This is
not the table more life insurance companies use as they continue to update their life
expectancy tables.
Life insurance companies have the additional advantage of a large number of sex
determined annuitants to spread their life expectancy risk. Whereas most charities deal
with a small annuitant population.
Present Value examines the time value of money. Are you better to accept $0.42 from a 75
year old annuitant or wait to receive $1.00 after 13 years? The answer is take the $0.42
today and invest it at 7% and you will have $1.00 in the future. So taking $0.42 today is the
same as getting $1.00 13 years later providing your investment return is 7%. If it is greater
than 7% you will have more than $1.00 and vise versa if the return is less then you will
have less.
The above calculation assumes you are receiving a return of the full initial investment in
the gift annuity contract and not the projected 50% residuum return.
Gift annuity reinsurance provides cash today to invest until the unpredictable date of death
of the donor.
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There is a natural question about reinsurance costs that comes up in any discussion of
reinsurance. While there is an initial cost for the annuity premium which will normally have
a range between 60 to 80% of the gift amount that is not a fair measure of the true cost .
To examine the true cost we need to go back to the ACGA investment and expense
assumptions listed above. The target residuum, the true measure of cost, is a net 50% of
the initial gift amount.
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Here again is the example of Sally our age 75 $100,000 gift annuity donor who has an
expected life expectancy of 13.4 years.
If she is going to receive $77,720 over her life expectancy and the charity is to receive a net
$50,000 then the investments must grow significantly or the donor must die early if the
annuity investments do not perform well.
There are several possibilities but who can predict the future?
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Therefore, the true cost of the gift annuity is to compare what you would have at Sally’s
death from a reinsured gift annuity to when your self-managed or administrative manager
provides.
It all depends on what you do with the financial difference between the cost of the
premium and the gift amount.
Bob Rock a former New York Life agent and Charles Schultz of Crescendo have done some
work in this area and in a recent speech cited the statistic for a 75 year old male or female
annuitants. A charity would be 29% or 62% better off using reinsurance than self-investing
if the annuity gift differential was invested in the S&P 500 index fund.
Because a charity has virtually no payment risk it could easily choose to spend the net
funds immediately on a priority projects.
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There are several reasons gift annuities might fair to provide a 50% residuum to a charity.
The reasons both relate to the longevity and investment risks.
1. The donor may live too long, far beyond the projected life expectancy and the principal
of the annuitants account is rapidly depleted.
2. Investments in the annuity pool may not earn a net return of 4.25%, the ACGA
projection.
3. Investment performance is greatly effected by the performance in the early years of the
gift annuity investment pool. If the initial few years of investment performance is
negative it is almost impossible for the pool to recover and produce a 50% annuity
residuum.
4. Investment performance is greatly effected by expenses of running the portfolio. If
expenses are high it eats into the potential investment performance.

Back to our example of a $100,000 gift annuity from Sally age 75. The above Excel
spreadsheet is a simplistic example of Sally investment account.
Let’s assume $100,000 is deposited on January 1st and the charity commits to a 5.80%
distribution paid quarterly in $1,450 payments.
In column 3 the average yearly account value deducting for quarterly is computed. This is
the average value on hand which is invested at 4.25%.
From the initial value of $100,000 the distribution of $5,800 (column 4) is subtracted but
the average quarterly balance was invested at 4.25% so earning have to be added back
into the account. In year 1 the earning are $4,159.
Now expenses ( Column 6) need to be considered and subtracted from the investment
balance. The are two assumptions for expenses: Frist, assumes a constant expense cost of
$1,000 or 1%. Second, the expenses are computed as a constant percentage of the end of
year net asset value.
The final account value for each of the projected 20 years is computed in Column 7 or
Column 9.
As the projections show the account value turns negative in year 16. The projected
residuum at life expectancy of 13.4 years is $18,158 to $18,910.
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Back to our example of a $100,000 gift annuity from Sally age 75. The above Excel
spreadsheet is a simplistic example of Sally investment account.
This slide has all of the same assumptions included on the previous slide except the
expenses have been increased for 1% to 2%
Now expenses ( Column 6) need to be considered and subtracted from the investment
balance. The are two assumptions for expenses: Frist, assumes a constant expense cost of
$2,000 or 2%. Second, the expenses are computed as a constant percentage of the end of
year net asset value.
The final account value for each of the projected 20 years is computed in Column 7 or
Column 9.
As the projections show the account value turns negative again in year 16.
The projected residuum at life expectancy of 13.4 years is $15,881 to $17,417.
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This chart shows the effect of a 10% decrease in principal value the first year of the
investment.
A first year decrease in principal value accelerates principal reduction. Once the principal
is reduced it is difficult to recover.
With a 13.4 year life expectancy there will be little or no residuum for the charity if the
donor lives exactly their projected life expectancy.
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Again we refer back to the original example of Sally who if she lives her life expectancy will
receive total payments of $77,720 or $5,800 per year for 13.4 years.
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Let’s look at reinsuring Sally’s payment using a single premium immediate payment gift
annuity and investing the difference until life expectancy or beyond.
Sally still receives a charitable deduction and the present value of the future payments
($77,720) made over time totals $58,984.
The cost of a SPIA purchased in July 2013 from an A+ rated company is $61,100.
The immediate cash benefit to charity is $38,900.
Now let’s assume the immediate cash is invested at 5% for 11 years the net account value
is $67,346 more than the ACGA projected residuum of $50,000.
In 12 years compounded at 6% the residuum would equal $79,774.
If Sally should live 14 years and the net immediately to charity is invested at 5% the net
result is a riskless return of $78,221.
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This is an actual case of an 89 year old Florida annuitant. Her gift annuity was the first one
this Foundation wrote and it provided a distribution of 8.70% for life.
The net cost to charity for an SPIA was $5,720 leaving $4,280 available for charity.
If the charity takes the net difference and invests it over the donor’s projected life
expectancy it will have a net greater return than the ACGA projected residuum of $5,000.
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This actual example of a New Jersey charity with an Arizona donor. This is the second CGA
from this individual but the first one was a two life with her still living husband. This CGA
was for her life only as it provided more income .
The SPIA cost was $7,699 leaving the charity an immediate benefit of $2,300 (23%) to
invest and/or spend.
Also the NJ charity did not have to report as a liability the present value of the future
payments to this donor on their financial statement since it was a completely reinsured
agreement.
The charity also has no administrative cost for administering the agreement as the
insurance company is making all payments which are directly deposited into the donor’s
bank account.
The projected return after investing the difference over 10 to 12 years at various interest
rates almost equaled the ACGA projection of a 50% residuum.
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This actual example of a South Carolina charity was their first gift annuity agreement.
The couple had a joint and survivor life expectancy of 24+ years and the charity did not
want to administer the agreement for all that time.
Shortly after the agreement was written the director of development left and they have not
written another agreement.
The investment projections indicate if the balance after the cost of the SPIA was invested
the charity would have more than bettered the ACGA projection of 50% residuum.
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This actual example of a North Carolina charity was their seventh gift annuity agreement.
The couple had a joint and survivor life expectancy of 13.4 yrs and the charity did not want
to administer the agreement for all that time. It is interesting to note the joint life
expectancy is the same as a single payment agreement for a 75 year old.
The charity received an immediate 24% benefit from the gift with no continuing
administrative or payment requirements except the end of year 1099R statement.
The investment projections indicate if the balance after the cost of the SPIA was invested
the charity would have close to or would beat ACGA projection of a 50% residuum.
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